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USB connects

to real-world
data
Q&A with Earle Foster

Editor’s note: We asked Sealevel Systems
to provide some insight into data acquisition
systems and show us an example of
technology in play today.
IES: In industrial applications, what’s
the biggest problem in data acquisition
today?
FOSTER: The problem of how to
interface real-world signals is often not
addressed as part of industrial computing platform decisions, sometimes leaving the system designer with limited
options for I/O expansion. The choice
to use a specific architecture – such as
an industrial PC, a programmable logic
controller, or an embedded controller
– may be predicated on previous experience or a preference within an organization to remain compatible with legacy
equipment, software, or employee skill
sets. Some applications are very space
limited, while others demand low power,
wide temperature range, high vibration, or extremely fast computational
capabilities. The processing platform
is usually decided early in a project or
product development life cycle. As a
result, finding flexible data acquisition
solutions that are broadly applicable
to a wide range of requirements can be
challenging.

IES: How is the technology in data
acquisition boards/systems adapting to
solve that problem?
FOSTER: Virtually all computing platforms today provide USB ports. Sealevel
Systems, Inc. has developed an array of
USB I/O products that make connecting
these interfaces to the real world easy
while addressing the unique requirements
of the industrial environment. SeaI/O,
one of our popular USB product lines,
includes a wide selection of digital, analog, and serial I/O functionality, as shown
in Figure 1. Because the USB standard
was not designed for the challenges of
industrial applications, SeaI/O USB
products were engineered to address the
main concerns with this approach.
[Figure 1 | Sealevel’s SeaI/O data acquisition modules provide powerful digital, analog, and serial expansion to any computer.]

Standard USB connectors are designed
to be easily inserted and removed, which
is great for connecting your digital camera to a laptop. The most common complaint with USB in industrial applications
is accidental disconnection of the cable.
Sealevel’s exclusive SeaLATCH locking
USB connector and mating cable provides
a thumbscrew solution offering a secure
metal-to-metal connection that guarantees
the cable stays connected. SeaLATCH
connectors are available on many Sealevel
USB products.

Figure 1 | Sealevel’s SeaI/O data acquisition
modules provide powerful digital, analog, and
serial expansion to any computer.

Another USB limitation is
that only one peripheral can
be connected per USB port.
For applications that require a
large amount of I/O, a single
SeaI/O module can be directly
connected to the host USB
port. Additional modules can
then be daisy-chained via the
downstream RS-485 expansion port. This downstream
connection uses the industrystandard Modbus RTU

protocol, providing compatibility with
not only SeaI/O expansion modules,
but also a wide range of other Modbuscompatible devices. This method allows
very large amounts of I/O to connect to a
single USB port.
IES: What’s a good example of a
customer application in which the
latest data acquisition technology was
deployed?
FOSTER: We recently worked with a
company that manufactures a large piece
of equipment that securely manages and
dispenses inventory. In designing their
next-generation machine, they selected
an industrial PC as the controller. Their
process required monitoring and controlling multiple sensors and latches located
in various parts of the machine.
Installing an I/O card in the PC would
have required running elaborate wiring
from the sensors and actuators back to
the computer, which the customer considered labor intensive and a reliability
risk. Instead, the customer selected SeaI/O
modules. The first SeaI/O device was connected to the host computer via USB with
subsequent modules daisy-chained from
the downstream RS-485 expansion interface. This approach allowed the SeaI/O
modules to be located close to the inputs
and outputs and use short, reliable I/O
wiring.
Earle Foster is VP of marketing at
Sealevel Systems, Inc. and has more
than 20 years of experience in industrial
computing and I/O connectivity
solutions. He received a BS in Computer
Engineering from Clemson University.
Sealevel Systems, Inc.
864-843-4343
earlef@sealevel.com
www.sealevel.com
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Digital-to-analog in the
loop: Closed, open, and
‘set and forget’ systems
By Mark Thoren
The accuracy of a control system depends on how predictable the
load is, the control architecture selected, and the precision of the
components executing control. The following overview provides tips
on selecting digital-to-analog converters for various control-loop
applications.
When it comes to selecting a Digital-to-Analog Converter
(DAC), designers can choose from a wide range of ICs. DACs
can be divided into many different categories for specific applications. The field can be narrowed by differentiating between
those needed for DC or low-speed adjustments versus those
needed for high-speed waveform generation. This article focuses
on those needed for low-speed applications, whether low resolution or high resolution or coarse or fine adjustment.
In terms of selecting a low-speed DAC, it is important to determine whether the design is a closed-loop, open-loop, or “set
and forget” system. Each of these will require a DAC with key
specifications.
Closed-loop systems
Closed-loop systems include a feedback path to sense and correct for any errors. A sensor monitors the output from a physical parameter such as a servo motor, flow valve, or temperaturesensing element. The sensor then feeds the data back to a controller, which uses this information to determine if a correction
is necessary.

controller will adjust
the input code to the
DAC, which then
produces an analog
voltage at its output.
The DAC output
voltage is amplified
through a power
amplifier to provide
the required drive
current to the motor.
[Figure 1 | In a closed-loop system, the ADC digitizes the tachometer’s output and sends the data to the controller, where an algorithm determines if a correction should be made.]

At the next stage of this closed-loop system, a tachometer is used
to measure the rotational speed of the motor. The rotation signal is
the actual output, or process variable, of the closed-loop system.
An ADC digitizes the tachometer’s output and sends the data to the
controller, where an algorithm determines if any correction needs
to be made at the DAC output, and ultimately, the motor. In this
way, the error is reduced to an acceptable level. Feedback ideally
allows the closed-loop system to cancel out all errors, effectively
limiting the effects from any errant sources of noise, temperature,
force, or other unwanted signals.
A closed-loop system’s performance depends on an accurate
feedback path, including the sensor and ADC. In essence, the
feedback path compensates for errors in the feed-forward path.

DACs and Analog-to-Digital Converters
(ADCs) are key components at the heart
of a closed-loop system. While a DAC
is used in the feed-forward path to make
adjustments to the system, an ADC is
used in the feedback path to monitor the
effect of those adjustments. Together, they
force and sense the analog control signals
to make real-world adjustments to the
parameter they’re controlling.
Motor control is one example of a closedloop system, as detailed in Figure 1. First,
a desired output (set point) is applied to the
controller, which compares this to the feedback signal. If a correction is required, the
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Figure 1 | In a closed-loop system, the ADC digitizes the tachometer’s output and sends the data to the controller, where an algorithm determines if a
correction should be made.
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Because the DAC is in the feed-forward path, its Integral NonLinearity (INL) error is automatically compensated for. INL
error is the deviation of the actual transfer function at the DAC
output from the ideal transfer function.
The DAC must have adequate Differential NonLinearity (DNL) and be monotonic to the number of bits
specified in the data sheet. DNL error is the difference
between the actual voltage change at the DAC analog output
versus an ideal voltage step equal to a 1 Least Significant
Bit (LSB) step in the DAC input code. A monotonic DAC
means the analog output always increases or stays the same
with an increase in the digital code (and vice versa). A DNL
spec that is always greater than -1 LSB implies monotonicity.
Figure 2 shows the transfer function of DAC analog output
voltage versus DAC input code.

Data acquisition

contrast to the closed-loop system, the INL of the DAC has a
direct bearing on the overall linearity of the system.
Set and forget systems
A third application where DAC linearity plays an important
role is set and forget systems. In these systems, an adjustment
or calibration is made once, perhaps at the time of manufacture
or during installation. This system starts life as a closed-loop
system and then goes open loop. Thus, any parameter related
to initial accuracy (offset, gain error, INL) is not critical, as it
is compensated for during the adjustment. But once the feedback is removed, stability becomes key. Data sheet specifications that indicate stability are gain error drift, offset drift, and
reference drift.

[Figure 2 | DNL error is the difference between actual voltage change at the DAC analog output versus a 1 Least Significant Bit (LSB) step in the DAC input code.]

If the DAC is not monotonic, there will be
a region where negative feedback turns into
positive feedback. This can lead to oscillation that could eventually destroy the motor.
Open-loop systems
Open-loop systems do not have a feedback path. This means the system must be
accurate on its own. Open-loop control is
useful for well-defined systems where the
relationship between the input code and the
resulting action on the load is known. If the
load is not very predictable, it’s best to use
closed-loop control.
An example of an open-loop system is
shown in Figure 3. In this example, the DAC
drives the SET voltage pin of linear regulator
LT3080. The SET pin is the input to the error
ampliﬁer and the regulation set point for the
output voltage. The LT3080’s output voltage
range is from 0 V to the absolute maximum
rated output voltage.

Figure 2 | DNL error is the difference between actual voltage change at
the DAC analog output versus a 1 Least Significant Bit (LSB) step in
the DAC input code.

[Figure 3 | In an open-loop system, the DAC drives the SET voltage pin of a linear regulator (LT3080).]

The resolution of the DAC determines the
step size for adjustments to the SET pin.
For example, an 8-bit DAC with a 5 V reference has an LSB size of 5 V/28 = 19.5 mV.
A 12-bit DAC with the same 5 V reference
has an LSB size of 1.2 mV, and a 16-bit
DAC has an LSB size of 76 mV. This means
that for an ideal DAC, every increase in the
digital code should increase the analog output 76 mV.
Other important parameters in an open-loop
system are offset, gain error, error of the
reference voltage, and the stability of these
parameters over time and temperature.
INL is of particular importance because in

Figure 3 | In an open-loop system, the DAC drives the SET voltage pin of a
linear regulator (LT3080).
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Figure 4 shows an example of a set and forget application. In
this figure, a lower-resolution DAC drives an amplifier that sets
the voltage at an offset adjustment pin for a precision DAC. The
lower-resolution DAC is used to effectively calibrate the gain
offset out of the precision DAC during initial system calibration.
This adjustment code can be stored in nonvolatile memory and
loaded each time the system is powered up.
[Figure 4 | In a set and forget system, a lower-resolution DAC calibrates the gain offset out of the precision DAC during initial system calibration.]

Home in on DAC DC specifications
Once the type of closed-loop, open-loop, or set and forget system has been determined, it’s time to select the best DAC for
the job. As mentioned previously, some applications call for
coarse adjustment, meaning the system only needs a limited
amount of variable settings. In this case, a DAC with 8 bits or
10 bits of resolution is typically sufficient. For systems that
need finer control, a 12-bit DAC may offer enough resolution.
Sixteen and 18-bit DACs offer the finest resolution per LSB
size on the market today.

transfer function at or near the zero-scale input code. Offset error is
very important for applications that need precision control down to
ground. The LTC2656 shown in Figure 6 offers a very low ±2 mV
maximum offset error.
[Figure 6 | The LTC2656 DAC offers ±2 mV maximum offset error and ±64 LSB maximum gain error.]

Gain error indicates how well the slope of the actual transfer function matches the slope of the ideal transfer function. Gain error and
full-scale error are sometimes used interchangeably, but full-scale
error includes both gain error and offset error. The LTC2656 offers
±64 LSB maximum gain error, which equates to a very low maximum of 0.098 percent of full scale (64/65,536).
A DAC with good offset and gain errors can allow the system to
avoid running a calibration cycle in software in the controller or
FPGA. A DAC that drifts very little over time and temperature also
makes design simpler, as the system engineer doesn’t need to calibrate as often.

The LTC2600 is a 16-bit octal DAC for
closed-loop systems. This is evident in looking at its DC specifications. Typical INL is
±12 LSB, with a maximum of ±64 LSB.
These specifications, along with a typical
INL curve versus input code, are shown on
the bottom row in Figure 5. The 16-bit monotonicity and ±1 LSB DNL error allow precision control in the feed-forward path. As
mentioned previously, feed-forward error is
not critical for a closed-loop system, so long
as the DAC is monotonic.
[Figure 5 | While the LTC2600 DAC offers ±12 LSB, the new LTC2656 offers ±4 LSB INL error for all eight DACs.]

Conversely, the new LTC2656 is an octal
DAC that offers 16 bits of monotonicity
and an excellent ±4 LSB INL error for all
eight DACs, making it a potential fit for
both open- or closed-loop systems. The
LTC2656 typical INL versus code plot is
shown in Figure 5 across all eight DACs in
the package. The LTC2656 offers the best
INL in its class of 16-bit octal DACs.

Figure 4 | In a set and forget system, a lower-resolution DAC calibrates the
gain offset out of the precision DAC during initial system calibration.

Achieving high linearity on eight DACs in
a single package is not an easy design task.
Package stress and voltage shifts over temperature must be accounted for in the design.
It is much easier for a single DAC to achieve
tighter INL specifications. For example, the
LTC2641 from Linear Technology is a single
16-bit DAC that offers maximum DC specifications of ±1 LSB INL and DNL.
Besides INL and DNL, the other important
DC specifications to consider are offset error
(or zero-scale error) and gain error (or fullscale error). Offset error indicates how well
the actual transfer function matches the ideal
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Figure 5 | While the LTC2600 DAC offers ±12 LSB, the new LTC2656 offers
±4 LSB INL error for all eight DACs.
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“A DAC that drifts very little
over time and temperature
makes design simpler, as the
system engineer doesn’t need
to calibrate as often. ”
±10 V output DACs
The DACs mentioned previously are useful for single supply or
unipolar 0 V to 5 V systems. However, some closed-loop, openloop, or set and forget systems require ±10 V DACs instead. For
these high-voltage systems, designers can use either a unipolar 0 V
to 5 V DAC with a programmable gain amplifier to perform gain
and level shifting, or the DAC can provide a ±10 V signal directly.
Linear Technology offers a choice of single, dual, and quad
DACs that provide up to ±10 V at their outputs. The LTC1592
is a single 16-bit DAC that includes two unipolar and four bipolar software programmable output ranges. These output voltage
ranges include 0 V to 5 V, 0 V to 10 V, ±2.5 V, ±5 V, ±10 V, and
-2.5 V to 7.5 V. Therefore, the same DAC can be used for both
unipolar and bipolar systems without needing to completely
reprogram the controller. For example, changing the DAC output
range from 0 V to 5 V to ±10 V only requires changing a couple
of bits in the serial bit stream to the DAC.

Data acquisition

Look beyond just the bits
DACs are key components in open-loop, closed-loop, or set and
forget systems. Each of these systems requires a different level of
accuracy and resolution from the DAC. At a particular resolution,
there are also trade-offs for factors such as price, package size,
reference accuracy, and output impedance.
For the highest-precision systems, it’s important to choose a DAC
not only based on how many bits are on the front page of the data
sheet, but also on how accurate the DC specifications such as INL,
DNL, offset error, and gain error are. IES
Mark Thoren is applications engineering
manager for mixed-signal products at Linear
Technology. Mark tries to keep a lab bench well
stocked with equipment that was obtained in a
broken state and brought back to life. He has a
BS in Agricultural/Mechanical Engineering and
an MS in Electrical Engineering, both from the
University of Maine.
Linear Technology
408-432-1900
mthoren@linear.com
www.linear.com
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Figure 6 | The LTC2656 DAC offers ±2 mV maximum
offset error and ±64 LSB maximum gain error.
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MQTT
manages devices,

collects data
By Wes Johnson

We are seeing more and more intersection
between enterprise networks and embedded
data gathered from many sources. The MQTT
protocol has gained notoriety as a choice
embedded and enterprise teams can agree
on to exchange critical data quickly, reliably,
and easily.
Ten years ago, IBM’s Andy StanfordClark collaborated with Eurotech’s Arlen
Nipper to author the first version of the
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
(MQTT) protocol. Back then, Andy
noticed IBM’s customers were getting
data from remote locations and then
using the data in their businesses.
The goal was to extend the reach of enterprise messaging applications through
remote data-generating devices. In addition, the technology needed to work in
various industries, such as oil and gas,

health care, transportation, and any business with remote data collection. Bandwidth was expensive, especially over satellite networks.
Photo | Eurotech’s Arlen Nipper (left) and IBM’s Andy Stanford-Clark (right) recount the development of MQTT at a 10th anniversary party for the protocol in July 2009. Photo courtesy of Tony Whitmore.

The group quickly found there were no
standards in this area, so they developed
a generic messaging protocol that everyone could use to solve the problem of
interoperability. The result was MQTT,
a lower-cost, concise messaging protocol optimized for resource-constrained
devices.
Not just HTTP or SOAP
As described at www.mqtt.org, the MQTT
protocol enables a publish-and-subscribe
messaging model in an extremely lightweight way. It is useful for connections
with remote locations where a small code
footprint is required and/or network bandwidth is at a premium.

Eurotech has used MQTT for device
management and data collection since its
inception, and the company aims to share
this openly published protocol with peers
to introduce it as an alternative to HTTP
and SOAP for device communication.
Many developers are entering embedded computing with an IT background.
Because there is no true industry standard
in data communications protocols, they
gravitate toward the protocols they have
used before: HTTP and SOAP. Some
of the drawbacks associated with these
options include thousands of bytes sent
as a header for the message, rigid formats, and point-to-point communication.
The MQTT protocol, on the other hand,
stands above the rest for three reasons: it
is a lightweight protocol to save on bandwidth; it offers three Quality of Service
(QoS) levels; and it enables a publish/
subscribe model for efficient one-tomany communications.
Lightweight protocol
MQTT sends and receives data in the
form of messages to and from applications and devices over TCP/IP network
connections. The protocol is optimized
for low-bandwidth communications networks with brief messaging headers to
conserve bandwidth.

Eurotech’s Arlen Nipper (left) and IBM’s Andy Stanford-Clark (right)
recount the development of MQTT at a 10th anniversary party for the
protocol in July 2009. Photo courtesy of Tony Whitmore.
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MQTT utilizes many advantages of TCP
that some software developers ignore.
Once the TCP socket is established, a few
bytes can be sent alone without any overhead. By sending less information back
and forth when communicating between
devices, you generate far less traffic
compared with other protocols. MQTT
also utilizes the TCP level to acknowledge the receipt of information, rather

Hot Topics:
than requiring an acknowledgement at a
higher level.
In addition, MQTT is data agnostic. The
protocol allows linking any kind of sensor
with any kind of enterprise application,
so there is no worry about how the data
gets from point A to point B. Because any
type of data can be sent, MQTT has the
flexibility to support many types of data
and devices.
QoS
The ability to guarantee the delivery of
information is imperative to distributed
data collection and device management.
With MQTT, a maximum QoS can be
specified in a subscription message. The
three levels of QoS are:
• At most once: (Also called
fire and forget.) Data is
sent once, with no resend.
Acknowledgement is not expected.
• At least once: Data is sent once
until delivery is assured and an
acknowledgement of receipt is sent.
The data may be received multiple
times due to retransmission.
• Once and only once: Data is sent
once and assured not to be duplicated.
Other protocols simply drop messages if
they are not delivered. The QoS features
of MQTT increase reliability and allow
the message author to specify which level
is preferred.
To provide an example of how the QoS
levels are used, consider an oil well that
has burst and is leaking oil. The oil company needs to clear the error (Editor’s
note: and we really, really would like it to)

and does not care how many times the
message is sent until the error is cleared.
In this case, the at least once QoS is
used. A bank transaction, on the other
hand, would use the once and only once
QoS. To ensure an ATM transaction is
not deducted from an account twice, the
message is only sent once.
Publish/subscribe
MQTT provides publish-and-subscribe
messaging (shown in Figure 1) that
enables devices to send and receive alerts
and data when significant events occur.
With a single publisher and many subscribers, engineers can send information
from a single point to many other devices
or listeners interested in receiving the
information. This concept is similar to
Twitter in that a single person posts information and many subscribers view the
information simultaneously.
MQTT for distributed data
collection in a warehouse
To understand how to use MQTT in the
real world, consider a retail warehouse
with many devices gathering incoming
and outgoing product information. Older
IT systems would require employees with
barcode scanners to scan boxes going in
and out to monitor inventory. The information is then stored using an IT infrastructure with a back end to analyze and
track data.
Data collected by the barcode scanners
must be input back into the IT infrastructure and sent to a main office so that
managers can analyze what came in and
out of the warehouse and use it to run the
retail business.

Figure 1 | Using the publish/subscribe communication model,
information can be sent from a single point to multiple devices.

Data acquisition

A more streamlined approach would be to
utilize RFID antenna arrays with an edge
controller. Data can enter the IT infrastructure through the antenna and edge
controller, and then the edge controller can
publish it to the cloud or to the retailer’s
back end via a protocol like MQTT. If
the retailer does not want to build its own
network in the warehouse, this approach
coupled with a cellular modem can do the
trick at a lower cost, while allowing the
company to focus on its core competencies
instead of maintaining an IT infrastructure.
This retail warehouse example demonstrates the advantage of the publish/
subscribe model. When a box comes in
from a supplier, the data can be published
to multiple subscribers, including the
retailer, shipping company, and supplier.
Thus, all three parties know when the box
is delivered successfully.
MQTT for a connected world
Eurotech has developed and supplied
embedded systems with MQTT drivers for
years. The company’s Everyware Software
Framework enterprise bundle includes
MQTT to allow OEMs to quickly transmit
data using this lightweight protocol.
MQTT was developed to connect businesses to data, no matter how remote the
location. Embedded devices can utilize
the MQTT protocol to collect data from
multiple devices while using limited bandwidth and providing the information to
many subscribers. As a result, the system
is relatively simple to set up and manage
for distributed data collection. IES
Wes Johnson is a senior
software engineer at
Eurotech Inc. responsible
for application software
and application
frameworks on ARM and
x86 SBCs. He has been
with Eurotech for six years working
primarily in a Linux environment with a
focus on Java, C, and shell scripting
development. Wes received a BS in
Computer Engineering and a BS in
Physics from Portland State University.
Eurotech
301-490-4007
www.eurotech-inc.com
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Evolution of a data logger
By Jim Marshall

There are two main control processes in
the acquisition software. The first takes
responsibility for retrieving data from the
USB front end and optionally logging this
data to disk. This process has the highest
priority to ensure that the USB device is
serviced fast enough to avoid buffer overrun. The second control process manages
the user interface and carries out the processing required to display the data. This
dual-process arrangement has the advantage of being configurable, either to be
biased toward capture and storage for
very high throughput applications or to be
biased toward display responsiveness if
the application demands it.

USB solves some connectivity challenges,
while Ethernet solves others. A combination of
the two technologies with the right software
behind it makes a powerful data acquisition
system. The thinking inside the architecture
shows how today’s data acquisition systems
have evolved.
More than a decade ago, Prosig based a
new family of data acquisition systems
on USB hardware and improvements in
data acquisition software. USB 2.0 was
just around the corner, promising high
throughput of up to 480 Mbps and high
flexibility with plug-and-play connectivity.
The software user interface at that time
was adequate, but the prospect of handling
aggregate data rates of several million
samples per second within the existing
software structure was not at all feasible.
With faster USB, faster memory speeds
and the latest SATA drives, and redesigned
data acquisition software, high-throughput
rates in excess of 20 MSps for logging
applications are now readily achievable.
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The underlying structure of the acquisition software is based on a multithreaded
architecture with global memory buffers
providing the transport media between
the main control threads. Data acquisition is a straightforward business of capturing the raw data, storing it safely (if
required for the application), and then
performing some analysis processing.

Industrial Embedded Systems

USB short, Ethernet long
The use of USB hardware for device
communications has many advantages,
but it also has a downside, namely a maximum cable length of 5 meters (Figure 1).
When a long-standing customer wanted
to use the system as an unattended logging system in a wind tunnel application,
the design team had to think about how to
overcome this restriction.

Figure 1 | Using USB for device communications has the
disadvantage of involving long cable lengths.
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[Figure 1 | Using USB for device communications has the disadvantage of involving long cable lengths.]

The nature of the application meant that
the data acquisition unit would be slaved
to the main tunnel control computer and
mounted in the instrumentation bay,
while the user interface would ideally be
located in the control room 100 meters
away. It was also desirable to have a local
control mechanism, as data needed to be
captured on command from the tunnel
control computer.
The solution was to introduce a low-cost
SBC with USB 2.0 and GbE to act as a
remote control. This system would run
Windows XP or Windows Embedded and
implement the data capture and logging
process of Prosig’s Data Acquisition Front
End Software. The process of replacing the memory as the transfer medium
between the capture and logging thread
and the display thread with Ethernet was
straightforward. Once complete, this subsystem provided a media converter that
used Ethernet to extend the cable length
between the host PC and the USB device
transparent, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 | A distributed data acquisition system uses Ethernet to extend the
cable length between the host PC and the USB device.

[Figure 2 | A distributed data acquisition system uses Ethernet to extend the cable length between the host PC and the USB device.]

Storing and analyzing data
To meet the customer requirements, the
design team also had to provide the tunnel control computer with the means to
control data capture. Each data capture
lasted for several seconds and captured
data at a rate of 10,000 samples per second for each of the 90 channels.
It was therefore decided that the data
should be stored locally on an SBC, which
was configured with sufficient storage
capacity to hold one day’s data captures.
A serial port was also provided to allow
the tunnel control computer to handle the
data capture. Because it was important to
record the tunnel conditions at the time of
each capture, the serial link accepted other
commands that provided this information.
As the tunnel conditions changed, this
information was captured by the logger software, and when a command
was received to commence capture, the
current conditions were also logged in
the same data file. This made it possible to access the data files after several runs using Windows file sharing,
ensuring that the data captured had been
Industrial Embedded Systems
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encapsulated with the prevailing tunnel conditions. Data files
were provided in a format compatible with the data analysis
software so that when the tunnel data was post-processed, the
tunnel conditions were readily accessible to allow grouping and
automatic report annotation.
Embedding the intelligence
Prosig has now developed a more refined version of the logger
called Prolog, which can work as a stand-alone unit, operated
only from manual controls on the front panel or trigger signals.
The final refinement to the logger unit was to provide the ability
to locally store the acquisition setup.
When the unit is powered up, it detects if there is a locked configuration available, and if so, configures the external USB hardware
to match that stored configuration. If the configuration is successful, the unit arms and awaits a capture request, which might come
from a button press or trigger condition. At any time in this process, the acquisition software on the host can connect to the logger
over Ethernet and either reconfigure the acquisition parameters or
monitor the inputs of selected channels.

Prosig’s P8000 capture hardware and DATS analysis software
focuses on the capture of noise and vibration and associated data
for mobile and laboratory applications. The P8000 series features
a range of 24-bit measurement hardware. These systems can be
configured with 4 to 1,024 channels and have signal conditioning
options for accelerometers, microphones, strain gauges, thermocouples, and powered transducers. Additional options offer support for capture of data from CANbus, GPS, and IRIG inputs. The
DATS software package has more than 35 years of development
behind it and integrates capture from the P8000 systems with
analysis and reporting capabilities. DATS also offers a wide range
of data import and export from other measurement and analysis
systems. IES
Jim Marshall is the managing director of
Prosig Ltd. and has more than 30 years of
experience in developing software for data
acquisition applications.
Prosig Ltd.
+44 (0)1329 239925
jim.marshall@prosig.com
www.prosig.com

Remote controllers
The Prolog unit shown in Figure 3 uses a fanless Intel Atom-based SBC that requires less than 5 W of power.
It also provides GbE and USB 2.0 connectivity and a solid-state SATA drive to supply additional robustness.
Prolog controllers replace a laptop or PC to allow remote, unattended, or stand-alone operation of a P8000
system. The system can include one or more P8000 chassis. Prolog can also be used to operate P8000 hardware
from a remote location using a PC or laptop. It has a GbE port that allows the P8000 hardware to be controlled
over a LAN, WAN, or VPN. The P8000 acquisition software can control a P8000 system over USB or Ethernet with
the help of the Prolog unit without any loss of functionality.
Figure 3 | Powered by the Intel Atom processor, the Prolog controller enables remote operation of data
acquisition hardware.
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Pay the toll

to the machine
By Benjamin Orchard

Automating toll roads
is a popular automation
application that requires
reliable and convenient
collection of data from road
sensors and money from
drivers without the need for a
booth operator to save costs.

PayWerks Systems, Inc. provides Webbased traffic and road-use information
to local and federal government agencies
as well as private and public companies
involved in traffic engineering and management. Early in the concept development, PayWerks identified a need for
cheap, ubiquitous, relevant, and reliable
data on everyday traffic-related activities and field operations. In seeking to
address these issues and fulfill this need,
PayWerks began developing hardware
offerings based on open and standard
technologies.
A request to provide several products for
a California toll agency resulted in the
development of Advanced Toll Payment
Machines (ATPMs), outdoor payment
kiosks that allow cash-paying toll road
customers to conveniently pay the cost of
the toll using paper currency, coin, or a
combination of both and receive change
from the amount deposited. The ATPM
(Figure 1) accepts cash and coin at two

Figure 1 | An Advanced Toll Payment Machine (ATPM) allows cash-paying toll
road customers to pay the toll and receive change.
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“ATPMs and their
embedded control
systems have
demonstrated
reliability and
toughness in the
face of vibration,
dust, and extreme
temperature
changes. ”

height levels (“Miata” and “SUV”) and
can print a transaction receipt.
[Figure 1 | An Advanced Toll Payment Machine (ATPM) allows cash-paying toll road customers to pay the toll and receive change.]

PayWerks embedded Opto 22 Programmable Automation Controllers (PACs,
see sidebar) as a key component in the
ATPMs. These controllers provide the
intelligence that enables the ATPM to
know the amount of the customer’s toll
and gives them the ability to pay it. The
controller connects to infrared lane sensors that identify the class of vehicle
– single-, double-, or multi-axle. The sensors then communicate with the controller, transmitting the data via a standard
serial connection to input modules that
work with the PAC.
In many cases, a human tollbooth worker
receives information from sensors and
then confirms the vehicle type and appropriate cost. But according to PayWerks
President Bill Foster, many of his customers (toll road operators) lose money
if their tollbooths are manned 24 hours
a day. Using ATPMs with PACs and

Systems in the ﬁeld

modules (Figure 2) aids these customers
by letting them reduce staff hours without
sacrificing service, resulting in significant cost savings.
[Figure 2 | Programmable Automation Controllers (PACs) give the ATPM the intelligence to know the amount of the customer’s toll and allow them to pay it.]

PayWerks offers an integrated system
that provides all of the necessary toll
collection, change provision, monitoring, and data acquisition features.
By supplying both the control and monitoring hardware and serving as a data

service provider, PayWerks is relieving
its customers of the burdens of installing
and maintaining hardware and software
and eliminating the need to hire additional staff to manage the data.
These ATPMs are used by highway
authorities and traffic management organizations throughout the United States,
including the California Transportation
Corridor Agency, which operates most of
the toll roads in Orange County. ATPMs
have also been deployed for customers
in Ohio and Michigan. These customers represent some of the premiere toll
agencies in the country that are implementing the latest technologies in their
toll road designs. In these deployments,
the ATPMs and their embedded control
systems have demonstrated reliability
and toughness in the face of vibration,
dust, and extreme temperature changes.
Visit www.PayWerksInc.com for more
information on PayWerks’ hardware and
data service offerings.

Figure 2 | Programmable Automation Controllers (PACs) give the ATPM the intelligence
to know the amount of the customer’s toll and allow them to pay it.
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Benjamin Orchard is an
application engineer at
Opto 22 specializing in
consulting, specifying,
and implementing hardware and software for
industrial control, monitoring, and data
acquisition projects. In addition to a
degree in Building Engineering Management, he has more than 20 years of experience in the automation industry.
Opto 22
951-695-3028
borchard@opto22.com
www.opto22.com

Computing/HMI

Serial
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I/O

The right connection creates
incredible power.
Connectivity and control. Making your interface as reliable as the
tides—and just as strong. Sealevel creates hardware and software
solutions for both digital and serial interface requirements.
We Listen. Think. And Create.

SNAP PACs
for serial
communication
Opto 22 SNAP PACs are highperformance, multidisciplinary,
Ethernet-based programmable
automation controllers that are
used with SNAP analog and
digital I/O for automation and
control, remote monitoring, and
data acquisition applications.
In addition to traditional analog
and digital interfaces, many
modern industrial automation
and control projects require
serial communication.
A separate serial network
often must be established,
and separate cabling or an
expensive data processor or PC
must be used to communicate
with the serial devices. SNAP
serial communication I/O
modules solve this problem
by providing two channels of
high-speed, isolated serial
communication. Each module
provides one or two channels
of serial communication –
RS-232 or RS-485/422 – and
can operate as part of the same
system where traditional digital
and analog I/O communication
is taking place.

Experience exceptional computing at low
power with the SBC-R9, an application-ready
platform for your next product design.

sealevel.com > sales@sealevel.com > 864. 843. 4343
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